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Investigation of naturalistic speech sample as an estimate of (pre-)verbal production 
have highlighted the fact that very early on, autistic children produce at lower rates 
than typically developing (TD) peer and experience delays in the acquisition of all 
typical milestones of language development. Few studies have tried to describe oral 
production patterns of autistic children after the age of 3. However, speech emergence 
is very likely to happen after this age. We used manually transcribed speech 
samples obtained during interactions with a parent and with an experimenter to 
qualitatively delineate different profiles of early linguistic behaviors in 59 3- to 5-year-
old autistic children, including many with limited language. Each child’s production 
was assigned one of seven “type of production” codes: vocalic preverbal, 
nonvocalic preverbal, syllabic, proto-word, isolated word, word combination, 
phrase. In order to find subgroups of oral production behaviors, hierarchical clustering 
was conducted on ratios of each type of production. The analysis yielded a clustering 
solution of five clusters. Based on their patterns of oral productions, two clusters (1 
and 4), with overall strong cognitive abilities and mild autistic symptomatology, were 
identified as verbal. Cluster 1 mainly used phrase speech. Cluster 4 mainly produced 
isolated words. Three other clusters (2, 3, 5), with low cognitive abilities and severe 
autistic symptomatology, were identified as preverbal. Cluster 2 was almost silent. 
Cluster 3 used a fair amount of preverbal and syllabic productions. Cluster 5 used a lot 
of syllabic productions, especially. In addition, age was not related to cluster 
membership suggesting that younger children were not more likely to be in the 
preverbal stage, and older children in the verbal stage. Those results suggest that 
traditional binary divisions of verbal vs. nonverbal children are insufficient to describe 
comprehensively the complexity of early expressive language in autism. 
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Figure 1. Mean ratios of each type of production per cluster (both elicitation contexts merged). Error 
 bars represent fitted 95% confidence intervals 
 
 


